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Abstract 
Grosjean, C.C., On a formula proposed by S. Ramanujan, Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 
37 (1991) 43-56. 
This paper contains a detailed discussion concerning the validity of 
/ 
e+ W+(n)/xX dx = +f +( k)/kk, 
k=-m 
which was proposed by S. Ramanujan in his second notebook. The formula, regarded either as a strict equality 
or as an asymptotic relation, is not valid for every continuous function (p(x) on Fp for which the integral is 
convergent. But it is shown that the formula holds asymptotically for +(x) = a”f(x) whereby a represents a 
positive real parameter whose value can become as large as desired and f(x) can be 1, any positive integer 
power of x, any polynomial in x and any nonpolynomial function belonging to a wide class of functions each 
representable by its Maclaurin series expansion on W. Much attention is paid to the aspect of practical 
application of the obtained results. The article ends with the derivation of some remarkable identities following 
as a by-product from the calculations presented. 
Keywords: Asymptotic formulae of Ramanujan. 
1. Introduction 
As a preliminary to the proof of 
+oo a x 
J, 0 x dx- E(q)‘, 
k=Q 
(1) 
asymptotically valid as a tends to + CO, Bemdt and Evans [l, (7)] cite a proposal of Ramanujan 
[31, namely, 
(2) 
in which $I( x) is supposed to be known on Iw as a one-valued function of such nature in the 
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interval lR + that the integral is convergent. In the interval IR’ 0, G(X) is tacitly assumed to be the 
analytic continuation of its definition in lR +. Formula (2), rewritten as 
+O” e4 +O” c)(k) +m -;;s;-dx=+(O) + c 7 + c (-l)kkk$(-k), 
k=l k=l 
(2’) 
can in principle be a strict equality, although Berndt and Evans regard this possibility as 
occurring extremely seldom. A necessary condition for (2’) to hold is the convergence of the two 
series involved, but of course that condition is not sufficient. An example is that of G(x) = 
exp( - x 2, whereby numerical calculations show that 
+ 00 e-x* +CC 
J -dx=1.07987... and c 
e-k2 
XX 
- = 1.07454..., 
0 k=-m kk 
although the integral and the two infinite series in (2’) are convergent in this case. Is the 
difference to be ascribed to incompleteness of (2), in the sense that the right-hand side should 
contain some additional terms, in analogy to the Euler-Maclaurin sum formula (which also 
expresses a relation between a sum of function values taken at a number of real abscissae 
forming an arithmetic sequence and a corresponding integral)? Or is the difference simply a 
consequence of the fact that, as we shall see further on, the right-hand side in (2) or (2’), with 
+(x) = exp( -x2) or a function with similar properties, can be obtained via a double series in 
which the order of the summations is interchanged while the series is not absolutely convergent? 
In my opinion, the matter deserves further study. 
Much less rare are the instances where (2) is an asymptotic relation. The assumed convergence 
of the integral in (2) or (2’) implies G(x)/ xx tending to zero rapidly enough when x -+ + cc in 
order that the first series in (2’) be convergent, but the behaviour of e(x) as x + - 00 is mostly 
not such that +( -k) can overcompensate the rapid increase of kk as k + + 00 in the second 
series of (2’). Hence, one is usually led to an asymptotic relation as, for instance, in (1). In such a 
case, from the practical point of view, the best approximation for the integral which can be 
deduced from the asymptotic series expansion is known to be the arithmetic average of the two 
consecutive partial sums which differ from each other by the term of the series having the 
smallest absolute value. The (absolute) error is then given by one half of this term, and in order 
to be able to make that error sufficiently small so as to obtain an approximation of the integral 
which is of practical significance, it is necessary to build in a parameter such as a in (1) whose 
positive real value can be chosen as large as desired. Hence, when G(x) does not tend sufficiently 
rapidly to zero as x + - co, it is of interest to replace the integral in (2) or (2’) by 
lo’“r b,( gx dx 
as is done in (1) with a 2 1 say, but in any case allowed to take on a value as large as one wishes. 
One can then write 
lo’“r(x)( :)x dx = l,“‘f (x)( :)X dx + l+mf (x)( G)x dx, (4’) 
whereby for all polynomial f (x)-functions and also for a wide class of f (x)‘s representable on 03 
by their Maclaurin series expansion when that expansion happens to be convergent for any real 
x, the first integral on the right-hand side can be represented by a convergent series of positive 
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integer powers of a, while the second integral gives rise to an asymptotic series mainly consisting 
of negative integer powers of a. Written in a notation resembling (2) the result for the 
f( x)-functions just mentioned is 
~+%)( t)x dx - ki+)i ;)*, (5) 
convergent on the side of k -P + 00 and asymptotic on the side of k + - 00. For instance, when 
f(x) = 1, there comes 
convergent for any positive a. This result combined with (1) proven by Bemdt and Evans [l], 
gives 
The last series is an alternating series of asymptotic nature since 
k 
lim k = + cc 
k-+m ak 
for any fixed positive a, 
whereas 
lim < = 0 
a++ooa 
for any fixed k E No. 
For a z+ e (= 2.7182818.. .), it shows at first apparent convergence until a term (or exceptionally 
two consecutive terms) with smallest absolute value is (are) attained and this is followed by 
divergence. The smallest term-value is attained for k being such that 
(k+l)k+l/czk+l 
kk/ak 
is either equal to 1 or for the first time larger than 1. In extenso, 
(k+ l)k+‘/ak+’ k 1 _ k 
kk/ak =a 1 k+l - se-l 






[ 1 e' when [z] G % < [%I + i, 
] I 
% +1, when 
1 1 % +;+ ; +1. ] 1 
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For instance, k = 4 for a = 10 and k = 7 for a = 20. In absolute 
last series of (7) is approximately equal to 
-Cl/e 
e , 
value, the smallest term in the 
(8) 
and one half of this value is a good estimate of the error with which the integral in (7) is 
approximated by 
1+ ‘c” $ + Kcl(-l)k$ + ;(-l)Kg, a 2=- e, 
k=l k=l 
(9) 
in which K is the integer value of k such that 
2. Further study 
Formula (5) can be proven for the f( x)‘s mentioned in the introduction by generalizing at first 
(6) and (1) to the case of f(x) = xm for any m E N,. We have: 
i+wxm( t)x dx = /,3,” e-X 1%(x/a) dx + [+‘=Xm e-X lOg(X/a) dx 
J 
1 +oO 
=a m+1 urn e --au lOg II du + a”+’ U,?l e-UU bg U du, 
0 J 1 
j 
1 
a m+l urn e --(I” log U du = a”+l 
0 
‘c” (-l)~$$J”+“(log u)” du 
n=O 
+oO 
m+l an =a 
m + n + l)n+l 




absolutely convergent for any positive a as d’Alembert’s test shows. Next, the second integral in 
the right-hand side of (10) can be treated in the same way as (8) in Berndt and Evans’s paper [l], 




resulting from Lagrange inversion of t = u log U. When one lets u run over 10, + cc[ (the real 
interval in which t is real), one notices that t first decreases monotonically from -0 to its 
minimum -l/e attained at u = l/e and after that, increases monotonically from -l/e over 0 
at u=l towards +cc. Hence, t=ulogu for u~lwi defines a continuous one-to-one corre- 
spondence or bijective relation only for any u E [l/e, + cc[. Equation (12) describes that relation 
for any t E [-l/e, l/e] since the infinite series is absolutely convergent in that interval and 
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divergent for t E R \[ - l/e, l/e]. Indeed, the tests of d’Alembert and Raabe yield, respectively, 
and 
kkIflk+l/(k+l)! = ItI lim 
k% (k-l)k-‘(t,k/k! k++_js)[k!+ :)*I’ 
< 1, when ] t ( < l/e (convergent), 
’ 1, when 1 t 1 > l/e (divergent), 
‘+’ klog(l-l/k)_1 ek_le 1 
Further, 
/,‘“xm(:)” dx=nm+l[+Wum e-““‘“~“d~=~“il~im~“(t)~e-“rdt, (13) 
in which the above-mentioned relation t = u log u with u running over the real interval [l, + cc[ 
was used as substitution. For 1 t 1 < l/e, we obtain by differentiation with respect to t in (12): 
du 
dt = +Cm(-l)kkk;. 
k-0 
(14 
From the relation between t and u, it follows that 
dt 
-& = 1 +log 24, 








Hence, still for 1 t 1 < l/e, 
ug = u - 1% = +f (_l)k-l(k _ l)k-’ ; . 
k=O 
- +)k-l(k-l)k-l (&, 
= ;<(-l)*(k- l)k& 
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Integrating with respect to t and taking into account that u(0) = 1, one finds 
U2(r)=1+2+~(-l)*(k-1)X(::il~! =2+~(-I)*i(k-2)“‘i, 
k=O k=O 
Multiplying both sides of (15) by u, one deduces 
2du 
k+l 
u ~=u'_tU~=2+~(_1)k-l(~_2)k-l~- +f(-l)k(k-l)k& 
k=O k=O 
= ~(-l)k(k-2)k~, ItI <l/e. 
k=O 
Clearly, the same procedure can be repeated indefinitely. It leads to the generalizations of (12) 
and (14): 






ItI <l/e, mEN), 
06) 
(17) 
which can of course be proven by complete induction. Just as in Berndt and Evans’s paper [1], a 
direct application of Laplace’s theorem whereby (17) is inserted into the integrand of (13), gives 
for a >, 1 but preferably much larger than 1, 
which is an asymptotic formula because use was made of a series expansion in the integrand 
which is convergent only in part of the integration interval of the last integral in (13). Combining 
(18) with (10) and (ll), and also recalling (7), we find ultimately 
J,‘“x_ia,‘dx- ,gmk”(;)k, VmEN, (19) 
adopting Ramanujan’s way of writing (cf. (2) whereby G(X) = xmax), or 
~+mxm(~)xdx_~m,O+ ~~m(;)k+(-l)m&)k~m(;)k~ v’mENy 
0 k=l k=l 
09') 
in which the first series is convergent for any positive a, whereas the second series is asymptotic. 
The smallest term in the latter is located at the integer subscript K which is the closest to the 
largest positive root of the transcendental equation 
rc=a exp[-l- :I. 
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When a is taken much larger than me, the positive root of this equation which is of interest here, 
is approximately 
K=;exp -F =% ( 1 m2e -m+O - ( 1 a . (21) 







in which K is the integer value of k such that 
(K- l)m+K-l > Km+K 
K-l 
Km+K ~ (K+ l)m+K+l 
aK 
and 
a aK a K+l . 
When a c+ me, K is very close to (a/e) - m and therefore B m. The truncation error is of the 
order 
+am exp[-(m+ %)I. 
Linear combination of the asymptotic relations resulting from (19) for various m-exponents all 
belonging to N shows that (5) holds for all polynomial f( x)-functions, and when a z+ (degree of 
f(x)) x e, the smallest term in the last series of 
i+“/(x)( t)x dx -f(O) + k@)( ;)k + ‘c” (-l)*f(-k)( f)* 
k=l 
(22) 
is located at a subscript with integer value somewhere in between (a/e) - (degree of f(x)) and 
(a/e). 
When f(x) is nonpolynomial, representable by its Maclaurin series development under the 
assumption that this series is convergent for any real x, and not of such nature that 
f(+( ;)* k_, +m”, 
then, at first sight, it looks as if at least two arguments can be brought in against writing (5). 
Indeed, quite formally, we could write 
k=-co 
m(f)* 
=f(O) + h( ;)k 
k=l 
(23) 
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but, 
- in fact, we carry out a permutation of the order of the summations with respect to m and k in 
a double series which is not absolutely convergent; 
- in contrast to the case of polynomial f( x)-functions, it is clearly not possible to choose a 
finite positive value of a, no matter how large, which satisfies a B me simultaneously for all 
m E N, so as to ensure that the smallest term in the last series of (23) can be found in some 
neighbourhood of [u/e]. 
The second objection can be eliminated for those f( x)-functions for which 
f ‘“‘(0) 
m! 
converges so rapidly to zero when m + + 00 that the location of the smallest term in 
yJ(-l)*k”j;)* 
k=l 
from some large value of m onward influences very little the location of the smallest term in 
In such a circumstance, choosing a sufficiently large will entail that in 
a considerable number of asymptotic series (24), namely from m = 0 up to some large m (the 
most relevant ones), will have their smallest term in the vicinity of [u/e] and (23) is still of 
asymptotic nature. The first objection has to do with the question whether or not the “best” 
value which can be deduced from the right-hand side of (23) still constitutes an approximation of 
the integral despite the interchange of the summation order. However, it is known that if the 
truncation (with averaging) of an alternating asymptotic series is not carried out at the term with 
smallest absolute value, one obtains nonetheless some approximation of the expanded function 
but with less precision, i.e., with a larger truncation error. Therefore, if one writes 
x s,,,+ ykq;)k+(-l)mK~l(-l)kq;)k 
k=l k=l 
++(-l)“+KK” c K (11 , (25) 
with K = [u/e] when a > Me whereby M is such that 
the asymptotic series which contribute most to the right-hand side of (25) are truncated 
J 
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approximately in an optimal manner whereas the less important ones are truncated in a less 
accurate way (because their smallest term has a subscript which differs too much from [u/e]), 
but the deviation of the right-hand side with respect to the integral on the left is nevertheless 
bounded by 
*; ‘c” (-1) ,r mfyo) K” K K 
m=O I( ) a . 
Interchanging the order of the summations in the part of (25) which stems from the double series 
which is not absolutely convergent is now possible in virtue of the finiteness of the sums with 
respect to k, and so we have 
+f(-qKf(-K)( ;,“]I < f/f(-Q( gKl. (26) 
This can provide a meaningful approximation of the integral if 
+lf(-[z]) eC[“/cl) 
can be made small enough by taking a sufficiently large and then it makes sense to write 
=f(O)+ yf(k)(;)*+ &l)‘f(-k)($)*. 
k=l k=l 
(27) 
By the way, given a nonpolynomial f (x)-function representable by its Maclaurin series expan- 
sion on R, it may turn out that k = [a/e] is after all not the ideal subscript value at which all the 
asymptotic series (24) should be truncated as was done in (25) because, strictly speaking, for any 
m E N,, the subscript of the term with smallest absolute value in (24) is very close to (u/e) - m 
when LI > me, this being an m-dependent location. Thus, if K = [u/e] appears to be less 
satisfactory, a better average subscript may be the value of j for which 
jf(-i)if)ji 
attains a minimum when j runs over N, and nothing prevents us from replacing [u/e] by this 
j-value in (26). This implies that the behaviour of f(x) in R 0 be such that f ( -j) in which j 
takes on the values 1, 2, 3,. . . in succession, initially overcompensates the divergence of (j/,)j 
in (28), so that this expression decreases at first, tending to a minimum value and after that 
increases indefinitely on account of the rapid growth of (j/u) i as j tends to + cc from 
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j = [a/e] onward. Typical examples are f(x) = cos ~TX and J,,(x), n E N. The first example is the 
one which resembles f(x) = 1 most closely since 
+m a x 
/, 0 x cos ITX dx - 
k=-oo 
to be compared to (7), with the same rule to find the smallest term in the last series. Peculiar is 
the case of f(x) = sin TX because 
+ca a x 
J, 0 x sin TX dx - 0, 
which is similar to the asymptotic expansion of a function like e-O in positive integer powers of 
l/a, yielding as it is well known the zero-series. 
Still in the case that S(x) has a Maclaurin series development and is represented by it for any 
x E R, it may happen that both series in the right-hand side of (27) are convergent. An example 
is f(x) = exp( -x2) because, for any positive a, 
(-l)kf(-k)(~)k=(-l)k exp[-k’+k log(i)] k++03)o 
in a sufficiently fast manner that the corresponding series in (27) is convergent. In such a case, 
the interchange of the order of the summations is carried out in two double series of (23), 
namely, in 
r w rk_(!!)* andin ~(-l)m~k~(-l)kkm(!f)k. (29) 
m=O . k=l m=O 
The first double series is absolutely convergent and therefore, the value which it represents is also 
represented by the single series 
convergent simultaneously with (4). But, the second double series is definitely not absolutely 
convergent. Actually, it is an infinite sum of asymptotic series each of which has a coefficient 
and these coefficients converge to zero rapidly enough in order that 
converges for any x E R +, with f( -x) as sum. Amazingly enough, the interchange of the order 
of the summations whereby summation is carried out column by column instead of row by row 
in the table 
CO1 co2 co3 *-- 
Cl1 Cl2 cyj *-* 
c21 c22 c23 *** 
in which 
C mk’=(-l) 
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produces the series 
53 
which is convergent by assumption. It is therefore acceptable that 
notwithstanding the convergence of both series, can define a number which differs from the 
value of (4). This is illustrated by (3) where f(x) = exp( -x2) and a = 1. To construct an 
approximation of (4) without need for interchanging the order of the summations in the second 
double series of (29) one can write 
with A sufficiently large to attain the number 




( 1) ) (30) 
of significant decimal digits with which one 
side, and K,,, for every m E { 0, 1,. . . , A} 
and 
KIFI K,,,+l 
G(K,+I)~ +- , 
i” +7 
i.e., with the first A+ 1 asymptotic series truncated (with averaging) in an optimal way. For 
a z+ Ae, K,,, is very close to (a/e) - m according to (21). In that case, 
/+;(x)(G)x dx- f(O)+ &k)(z)*+ 5 (-I,_9 
0 i k=l m=O 
x k+;(-l)KmK: 
Writing (30), one avoids the permutation of the summations in the double series which is not 
absolutely convergent (operation which could - and probably does - modify the value of the 
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sum by an unpredictable amount), but at the expense of finding only an approximation of (4) as 
in the special case (3). 
That (27) certainly does not hold for every f(x) continuous in R + or in R i, follows from the 
counterexamples (in which a = 1): 
/ 
+w cx loi% x)” dx _ 
XX 








FdX - go ck+A~ljk+’ + tCm(-l)k(k-X)k 
k=O 
= ki;m ck;A)* = ‘c” (5) XE] -1, +oo[\rw. 
k=-m y=k+X’ 
Note that in these instances the numerator in the integrand has no Maclaurin series expansion. 
The second example is still very close to (19), though, the sole difference being that in the 
right-hand side, k is replaced by the noninteger argument k + A. 
Appendix 
Some identities as a by-product of the preceding calculations 
One can apply (16) for m = r E N, and m = s E No. On account of the absolute convergence 
property for 1 t ( G l/e, Cauchy multiplication may be carried out when zJ( t) is multiplied by 
uS( t): 
u’(t) xU”(i)=rs+f(-l).t” 5 (k-r)k;;;;--;;s)n-k-l 
n=O k=O 
=rs+f(-l)‘$ i (~)(k-r)k-l(n-k-s)“Pk-l, ( t I G l/e. 
n=O . k=O 
But, (16) with m = r + s reads: 
u~+~(r)=(r+s)~(-l)fl-l(n-r-s)fl-l$, ItI <l/e. 
n=O 
Identification of the coefficients of t” in the last two right-hand sides yields 
rs t (z)(k-r)k-l (n-k-s)“-k-l= -(r+s)(n-r-s)“-‘, 
k=O 
which I prefer to rewrite as 
VnEN, VrEN,, VsENO. 
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When one applies the same technique using (17) with m = r E N and (16) with m = s E N,, one 
establishes 









)k-l(s+k_n)n-k= (r+sr-n)n, VnEN, VrEIP dc 
u”(& ) = r+sf+l -u r+s+l& dt2 1 
), VSEN. 
one deduces 




r+s - r+s-k)k-l(k-n)“-k+‘, 
As far as r and s are concerned, the left-hand side appears to be a function of (r + s) only. 
Note added in proof 
Prof. Dr M.S. Klamkin (Department of Mathematics, University of Alberta, Canada) kindly 
pointed out to me that the identities contained in this Appendix are special cases of the so-called 
VnEN, V(r, s)EN2\{(0,0)}. 
Generalized Abel Convolution (cf. [2]). 
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